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The mammalian retina has an atypical type of photoreceptors, known as ipRGCs (intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells), in addition to the classical photoreceptors rods and cones. The ipRGCs act both as conduit for rod/cone signals to the brain and also as photoreceptors through the expression of the photopigment melanopsin. Studies from my laboratory have mapped out the circuits and diversity of how ipRGCs influence a variety of functions, which include circadian photoentrainment, the pupillary light reflex and sleep. For review on these studies, please refer to reference 1.

In this talk, I will discuss our recent publication (reference 2) on how aberrant light environments lead to mood and learning difficulties in mice. These disruptions occur despite minimal changes in sleep and circadian rhythms. I will discuss the circuits and brain regions that might mediate the disruptive light effects on mood and behavior. I will also provide future outlook on how the diverse populations of ipRGCs contribute to several novel functions in the retina that include image-forming pathways. I will conclude by providing a hypothetical model for the role of ipRGCs in regulating distinct and varied behaviors, which include simple reflexive functions such as the pupillary light reflex all the way to image formation and mood.
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